With the global spread of the novel coronavirus, we all must remain vigilant and attentive. LegalShield recognizes that during times of uncertainty, the need for sound legal help is more important than ever. Additionally, as the need to stay at home increases, more and more people are turning to the internet for work, shopping and entertainment than ever before – amplifying the need to protect your identity as well as your privacy online.

Are Your Legal Rights and Privacy Protected in Times of Uncertainty

For more information, contact your independent associate:

Ray Rios
520-406-9630
rayrios@legalshieldassociate.com
rayrios.wearelegalshield.com

Navigating Your Legal Concerns

- Do you have the right to be refunded for travel expenses such as hotel deposits or airline fees?
- Can college or private school students get a refund for the remainder of the semester if forced to stay home?
- Do you have your estate planning documents (Wills, Trusts, Power of Attorney) complete and up-to-date?
- Is your health insurance provider legally required to cover doctor-ordered tests?

Keeping Your Identity Safe

- Can you identify coronavirus scams?
- Do you know how to identify if a link for a health product is legitimate?
- Can you spot phishing email attempts from fake health professionals?
- Do you know how to check to see if a charity set up for coronavirus research is authentic?

And as the COVID-19 crisis continues, LegalShield’s provider law firms and IDShield’s Licensed Private Investigators remain available and ready to support you with answers to the above questions and help with any personal legal or privacy-related matter you may encounter.